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Copenhagen, P’cb. 7 W—A 
Danish nuclear scientist investi
gating the crash January 22 of a 
United States B-52 bomber near
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He said radioactive danger in 
the area was minimal and that 
cooperation between his investi
gation team and American 
scientists and military men was 
excellent,

The United States Defense De
partment has said fragments 
from all four of the bombs have 
been found in the continuing 
search,
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AIRBORNE BOMBER ALERT
seems to be causing- some frowns in Moscow.

One of the nuke-carrying B-52 bombers that wo keep 
aloft and ready to answer any sneak at tack crashed in 
Greenland a couple of weeks ago.

Only last, Saturday did the Communists spur them
selves to action, lodging a formal protest against such 
“dangerous and provocative flights.”

Our State Department—quite properly—told the Soviet 
Union to go peddle its papers. Such flights were neces
sary, it said, because of the constant threat to peace posed 
by the Soviet's own nuclear forces.

The' fact that such ready retaliatory power causes con
cern in Moscow is the best possible argument for keeping 
it strong. ^ ^ ,
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COPENHAGEN (UPI1 - The! The crash of a BS2 nuclear- 
new Danish government will askJ armed bomber near Thule Jan. 
the United States to prohibit the j 21 in effect violated Denmark’s 
flight of nuclear-armed aircraft | non-nuclear policy and threat- 
over G r e e n 1 a n d. informed | ened to harm Greenland’s hunt- 
sources said yesterday. ;ing and fishing industries.

The Danish" ambassador to the' A parliamentary resolution 
United States. Torbcn Roenne.i passed this week stated that

not cancel the Thule lease agree
ment nor seek Danish control: 
over American use of the base.

Although Danish governments 
several times have put Den- 
marks’ non-nuclear policy on|

will return to Washington next 'Denmark must seek non-nuclear 
weak under orders to inform the| guarantees from the United 
State Department that Denmark1 Stairs, probably in the form of 
wants a promise rn wrifing that, an amendment to the Danish- 
bombers aimed with nucleari U.S. Thule base agreement of 
warheads no longer will fly over -lOS).
the Danish-owned island, nnrj The sources said despite de
land at Thule Air Base in Green- manrts from far left members of 
land, the sources arid. i parliament the government will

record, it has never been men
tioned in the Thule lease agree
ment. lb us, there has been no 
legal compulsion on the United 
States to keep nuclear-armed 
craft away from Thule.


